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Two friends embark on an adventurous journey through Eastern Europe in an attempt to succeed in business and fulfill
their long-held dreams.n We visit a small French village in Alsace that has won an international Green City competition.n

Cap Quinn, PhD, avant-garde writer, one-of-a-kind, once again takes up arms to protect one of the most beautiful
landscapes in the world.n Painter is a member of the research department, while McCoy and Spock must deal with

problems aboard a warship.n At the same time while our heroes watch the news on the box, we go on a sci-fi exploration of
deep space aboard the spaceship Enterprise.n How far will science go to restore the destroyed Titan?n A hostile alien

intelligence attacked Earth, to save their planet.n Captain Kirk and Han Solo embark on a perilous journey to a distant star
to aid Earth's rebels in their difficult struggle.n Ko The 'Enderman', the four heroes of the Marvel Universe, are on a deadly
pursuit of the villain Darth Vader.n Wanting to end Vader once and for all, the best of the Star Warriors embark on a long
and perilous journey to use their greatest strengths.n Wu Pi -Ridge, president of the Antolora Group, there is every reason
to fear an imminent war with the Alliance. But what will that choice be?n Scott Lang, the X-sensor, is captured by the tech

giants.n Unforeseen circumstances force him to help the rebel Deckard Landers, who reveals the secret of his birth.n
Admiral Treverr and his eldest son, Johnny Tugger, go after the sea to honor his father's memory.n The head of the

Alliance, Lord Chrysalis, gathers assassins around him to destroy a small village in Britain.n River Song is a young bounty
hunter who makes a deal with a criminal organization to find his missing father. His wrath-ridden journey often takes him
to unexpected places. A tropical disaster causes the planet to be populated by slavers. Our heroes must stop the criminals

before it's too late!n Dr. McCue, a professor of physics, and his wife Matthews, a renowned biologist, are exploring
changes in the planet, and make an amazing discovery.n Mac
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